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Should we be putting the climate at risk?
“All correct!” shouts Julian, irritating Gabi yet again with his superior smirk. “We wouldn’t have expected
anything less from our smarty pants”, she says, also grinning. “But I got everything right too”. “So did I”, exclaim
Lilia and Ion simultaneously. However, Julian refuses to let them wind him up, and says dryly, “Keep cool!”
The same words are also written in large letters on the box Julian lifts out from under the table with panache.
The other three are astonished. Gabi lifts the lid curiously, then exclaims outraged: “A game? Haven’t we got
anything better to do? Don’t we want to save the world?” “I thought we could practice a bit with this first”, says
Julian. “That’s what the game is about”. Lilia is already reading the instructions on how to play the game. “Cool,
building factories, that’s great”. “Show me!” demands Gabi, trying to snatch the booklet out of the other girl’s
hand. Julian gives her his own copy. He also has one for Ion. In the silence, Ion suddenly exclaims: “If only Ann
and Hanna were here now. Then we would ...” “… have six players!” Gabi interrupts him, irritatedly. “Can’t you
think of anything else? We can play the game with four, you know!” “I was just saying”, says Ion defensively.
But Julian has another variant in mind anyway. “It would be really good if the whole class were to play. That
would create a proper conference feel!” “How is that supposed to work?” Lilia wants to know.

Julian explains:
We simply split up the class into members of
the delegations, delegation leaders, members
of the press and - if the class is large enough interested members of the general public...
Everyone will have a special role to play:

Delegation leaders:
They move the game pieces
or negotiate with delegations
from the other country
groups after the discussion
with their own delegation.
They should also provide the
press with information.

Delegations:
They debate and discuss the game
moves. Each group decides on
their method of adopting
resolutions - unanimous voting,
two-thirds majority, absolute
majority (>50%).

Press:
Each group of countries appoints
one press representative. It is
best if this person has good
knowledge of the theme.
Additionally, two or three other
journalists may be appointed to
report on the conference
independently of the country
groups. Updates should be done
after every three moves of the
respective delegation. After five
moves, or if a special situation
arises, the delegation leader is
interviewed.

General public:
Responds to each press report with
consent or protest.

RULES OF PLAY
In order to play you need:
● 6 country panels, one for each world region: USA& Partners, Europe, Developing
Countries, Tiger Countries, Former Soviet Union and OPEC
● 1 dice
● 1 Carbometer
● 40 Black factories (black cubes)
● 35 Green factories (green cubes)
● 30 Red protection tokens (red cubes)
● 120 carbonchips (metallic shims)
● 48 greenhouse cards
● 11 target cards
Number of players (country delegations):
6 – all countries
5 – without Former Soviet Union or OPEC
4 – without Former Soviet Union and OPEC
3 – only USA & Partners, Europe and Tiger Countries

 Getting started
1. Build the carbometer and fill it with carbonchips (metallic shims) up to the line in the blue
part. The carbometer indicates the world temperature, but also serves as source for the
income from black factories. If there are fewer chips on the carbometer, the temperature is
higher. The range/colour (1/blue, 2/yellow, 3/orange or 4/red) visible above the uppermost
carbonchip counts.
2. Distribute the countries: Each player/delegation gets a country panel and puts it face-up in
front of her. It depends on the number of players which countries are distributed (see the
table). On each country panel, in the first field of the corresponding row, a small black, green
and red token has to be put – these are the price tokens [1] and indicate the number of
carbonchips (under the token) the delegation has to pay to buy each new factory or protection
token.
3. Each Country Panel gives information of the starting number of black and green factories the
delegation has. [2] Put the respective number of black and green tokens in the right fields on
the game board. Each player gets some carbonchips as a starting budget: USA & Partners get 3
carbonchips, the next two players clockwise also 3 carbonchips, all other players 4
carbonchips. All remaining carbonchips and tokens are left in the game box as a pool.

4. Every delegation draws one target card which is kept secret from the other players. If there
are only three players/delegations, then remove all cards including Development Aid or
Technical Cooperation before drawing.
5. Shuffle the greenhouse cards and put them face-down as a greenhouse pile on the table. If
there are less than six players/delegations, remove all cards which damage one of the missing
countries before shuffling.

[3]

[2]
[1]

 Who wins?
You have won, if you are the first reaching both your economic and one of your political targets.
All players jointly lose if the last carbonchip is taken from the carbometer or if no player has
more than 2 factories (of any colour) on the board.
For the economic target to be met you need to have at least as many factories as printed on your
country panel. [3] It doesn’t matter whether they are green or black. Also the starting factories
count, but not the red protection tokens.
The political target is met if one of the secret goals on your target card is achieved (it doesn’t
matter which one; you can switch between them as you like). These targets also depend on the
number of factories or protection tokens owned by other players.
For the Oil Industry there must be a minimal number of black factories on the game board
(independent from their owner). For the Climate Sceptics, the total number of green factories on
the game board must not exceed a certain value. For Development Aid, there must be a high total
number of Protection Tokens in the Developing Countries, Tiger Countries and Former Soviet Union.

All political targets are explained at the
back of the rules. The exact number of
tokens depends on the number of
players. For each number of players the
target card indicates the minimal or
maximal number of tokens needed on
the game board. [4]

[4]

It doesn’t matter whether it’s your turn or not: if your economic and one of your political targets
is reached, no matter in which order, the game is over.



The game turn

The delegation of the USA & Partners starts. Then the game proceeds clockwise. At your turn you
can negotiate with other players/delegations, lend money or jointly invest. For every joint action
the delegation that initiates it has to participate.

Each player takes action in the following sequence:
1. Draw a greenhouse card from the pile and roll a dice to decide whether the indicated event
occurs.
2. Collect income (carbonchips) from your factories. OPEC and Former Soviet Union get additional
income (see below).
3. Investment: For your carbonchips you can buy black factories, green factories, protection
tokens or innovation. You can do that in any order as long as you have enough carbonchips. The
Developing Countries have an additional option (see below).
4. Climate recovery: New carbonchips are put on the carbometer.

1. Greenhouse Cards
Draw the uppermost card from the greenhouse pile so that everyone can see it. The consequence
depends on the card type. After this, the card is put face-up on the game board.
When the level of the carbometer is in the first, blue zone, in each turn one greenhouse card is
drawn. When it comes down to yellow or lower, two cards have to be drawn each time.

Catastrophe or ... ?
An extreme climate event might happen. If it occurs (determined by rolling a dice) one or all
players experience damage. At first you read from the card which player(s) will be affected. [5]
The following depends on the state (=colour) of the carbometer: 1/blue, 2/yellow, 3/orange or
4/red. For every range there is a range printed on the card (1–3, 1–4, 1–5 or 1–6). [6]
The player whose turn it is rolls the dice. If
the dice shows a number in the range (for
example, 2, when the upper carbonchip is
in the blue zone, corresponding to the
range 1-3 on the card), the event happens.
[6]
In this case the affected player(s) have to
pay for the damage indicated by the
[7]
appropriate range. [7] The damage is
[5]
reduced by one for each protection token
the affected player owns. The damage is paid in carbonchips, which are put back into the pool. If
you can’t pay the damage from your own carbonchips and no other delegation helps you, you
have to demolish one or more of your own factories (but you can chose the colour), getting two
carbonchips that you can use for covering the damage.
Some greenhouse cards, however, are advantageous for a player. Instead of damage costs, 0, +1
or +2 is printed on the card. So, if the event occurs, the player obtains the respective number of
carbonchips from the pool. Protection tokens have no effect here.

Volcano Eruption
New carbonchips are put on the carbometer (from the pool). Roll the dice three times, as
indicated on the card, and put 1 carbonchip per point (3–18).

Increased Solar Activity
Take carbonchips from the carbometer (into the pool). Roll the dice three times, as indicated on
the card, and take 1 carbonchip per point (3–18).

2. Income
For each of your factories you get 2 carbonchips as income, independent from their colour. The
income from black factories is taken from the carbometer – the world temperature increases.
The income from green factories comes from the pool. OPEC and Former Soviet Union get
additional income:
The OPEC counts the total number of black factories on the game board. The delegation gets one
additional carbonchip per 4 black factories, rounded down (e. g. 2 carbonchips for 11 factories,
and 3 for 13 factories).
The Former Soviet Union, another well-known fossil fuel exporting country, in each turn can
demand one carbonchip from the European delegation as long as this group of countries has at
least one black factory. Once Europe is down to zero, the Former Soviet Union may take one from
the Tiger Countries if they still have at least one black factory, until the number of black factories
in that region is also down to zero.

3. Investment
If you build new factories you increase your income in the following turns.
Building Black Factories
The price of a black factory is given below the black price token on the country panel. [8] Pay this
amount of carbonchips to the pool and put one black factory from the pool onto respective lot in
your area on the game board. [9] As you buy each new factory, the price token moves one step to
the right [10]; thus, the price of the next factories may fall.
Building Green Factories
Green factories are built in the same way as black ones, except that the price is given by the green
price token (also moved one step to the right with each new factory that you buy) and you put a
green token on your field for green factories on the game board. [11]
Buying Protection Tokens
Each protection token reduces the damage from catastrophes affecting its owner by one
carbonchip. Protection tokens are bought just like factories. The price is given by the red price
token, and you put a red token on your field for protection tokens on the game board. In contrast
to the price of factories (decreasing with new purchases), the price of protection tokens increases.
[12]

[9]

[8]

[10]

[11]

[12]

Innovation
Innovation decreases the prices for green or black
factories. The player whose turn it is announces
whether his region wants to make research in
green or black factories. The innovation costs 7
carbonchips, but more players can jointly pay and
[13]
profit. All have to agree on the proposed colour.
Each group of countries pays its share, all players
together 7 carbonships, into the pool. All participating delegations profit in the same way: the
appropriate price token for their factories moves on their country panel by two steps to the right.
[13] The delegation whose turn it is decides whether she also lets the delegations which have not
contributed to the costs take part – or not.
Developing Countries Bonus
The Developing Countries can put up to three carbonchips from the pool onto the carbometer or
from the carbometer into the pool. The delegation can ask for financial support from other
players (“I only do this, if you give me carbonchips”), or place some other conditions.

4. Climate Recovery
At the end of each turn, a number of carbonchips is taken from the pool and put onto
the carbometer. The actual number depends on the range of the carbometer and is
indicated there (blue zone – +1 carbonchip; yellow – +2; orange – +3; red – +2
carbonchips).
If the carbometer is in the 3rd (orange) range for the first time at the end of the turn
[14], reshuffle all cards (the greenhouse pile and all the cards already drawn) and put
them in a new greenhouse pile beside the game board.
After climate recovery it’s the next delegation’s turn.

[14]

Frequently Asked Questions
What can be negotiated?
Basically everything. Negotiations are the heart of “Keep Cool”. You can jointly innovate, invest in
factories and lend carbonchips. It may be profitable for the political target of the USA to build a
green factory in the Tiger Countries or to pay a share of the costs. However, it is not allowed to
shift factories or protection tokens between players.
May I help disaster victims?
If another group of countries doesn’t have enough carbonchips to pay the damage of a
greenhouse card, you may give them your own carbonchips to save them from demolishing
factories. If and how you get the carbonchips back is a matter of negotiation.

Who has to pay if all players are affected by a catastrophe?
Everyone must pay the same damage printed on the card, taking account of own protection
tokens.
May I build factories or protection tokens in other countries?
You can, if it’s your turn and the other delegation agrees. The valid prices are read-off the
appropriate price token of her country panel, and they also change only in her country. For
example, if Europe builds a black factory in the Developing Countries, the black price of the
Developing Countries moves one step to the right. In general, if something is built in another
country, the delegation concerned has to participate in the discussions.
How can I demolish factories and protection tokens?
When it’s your turn you can do this whenever you want. For factories you get 2 carbonchips scrap
value, but nothing for protection tokens. The tokens are removed from the game board and put
back into the pool. The price token for protection tokens is moved one step to the left. The price
of factories remains unchanged. Demolishing factories or removing protection tokens can be used
to prevent other players from achieving their political goals.
Can I lose protection tokens?
You cannot lose protection tokens as a consequence of catastrophes. You can only reduce
protection tokens voluntarily. In this case the red price token is moved back to the left.
Do factory prices change after demolishing?
No, if you demolish a factory (voluntarily or not), the factory is removed from the game board, but
the price token stays where it is.
May I convert black to green factories?
A direct conversion is not possible. But at your turn you can demolish a black factory voluntarily
and use the scrap value for building a green factory.
Can I reduce the price for protection tokens?
No, innovation is not possible in this case.
Which prices count if I build multiple factories or protection tokens?
For every singular factory or protection token the appropriate price token counts. For every new
factory this token moves one step to the right, yielding the price for the next factory. If you build
three factories, it may happen that the first has a price of 7 carbonchips, while the second and the
third have a price of 6 carbonchips.
What happens if a price token moves to the right boundary? Is the number of factories and
protection tokens limited?
When a price token approaches the right boundary, the price cannot change anymore. However,
you can build an unlimited number of factories or buy an unlimited number of protection tokens
for this price.

What happens if I have to demolish all factories?
If you are damaged by a catastrophe but don’t have enough carbonchips (and nobody can or
wants to support you), you must demolish one or more factories to pay the costs. However, if you
have only one factory left, “justice tempered by mercy”: you have to give away as much
carbonchips as you can, but can keep the last factory (and all protection tokens).
What happens if the Carbometer spills over?
A volcano eruption or climate recovery may have the effect that not as much carbonchips as
needed fit on the carbometer. In this case, the carbometer is filled to its limit and all additional
carbonchips remain in the pool.
Which targets have to be achieved to win?
It doesn’t matter, which political target is achieved – if only the economic target is met at the
same time. For the political targets always a group of players count (all countries or Developing
Countries, Tiger Countries and Former Soviet Union). For the economic target only your own
factories count.
Is it possible that multiple players win?
It is possible to win even if it is not your turn. Thus, multiple delegations can win at the same time,
for example, if they have the same targets.
May I change my secret target?
You have to keep the target card drawn by you at the beginning for the whole game. It is
strategically reasonable to concentrate on one of the targets printed on the card. However, as it is
only necessary to achieve one of them, you can change your strategy at any time.
What happens if you run out of the greenhouse cards?
If there are no more cards in the greenhouse pile, than you have to reshuffle all cards and put
them in a new greenhouse pile beside the game board.

The Carbometer
The Carbometer is filled with small metallic shims (carbonchips) and used in accordance with the
rules of the game.

Greenhouse Cards
USA & Partners

Tiger Countries

 Blizzard on the East Coast (-2/-4/-6/-10)

 Floods in China (-1/-3/-5/-9)

 Drought in California (-3/-4/-6/-11)

 Malaria Pandemic in China (0/-2/-3/-8)

 Failed Harvests in the USA (-2/-4/-6/-13)

 Hurricane in the Philippines (-1/-2/-4/-8)

 Cold Snap in North America (-2/-5/-7/-12)

 Melting Glaciers in Himalayas (-1/-3/-5/-9)

 Bush and Forest Fires in Australia (-2/-5/-7/-9)

 More Rain in South Africa (0/+1/+2/0)

 Hurricane in Florida (-2/-5/-8/-12)

 Forest Loss in Amazonia (-1/-3/-4/-9)

 Summer Tourism in the Hudson Bay (0/+1/+2/0)

 Failure of Indian Monsoon (-1/-3/-4/-9)
 Drought in India (-1/-3/-4/-11)

Europe

Former USSR

 Late Frost in April (-2/-4/-5/-8)

 Failed Harvests in Russia (-1/-2/-3/-8)

 Warm Winter in Central Europe (+1/+2/+3/0)

 Forest fires in Central Russia (-2/-3/-5/-8)

 Avalanches in the Alps (-1/-4/-5/-9)

 Heavy Steppe Winds in Kazakhstan (-1/-3/-5/-9)

 Floods in Central Europe (-1/-4/-6/-11)

 Permafrost Melting (0/-2/-3/-10)

 Cold Winter in Europe (-1/-3/-5/-9)

 Landslides in Central Asia (-1/-3/-4/-7)

 Hot Summer in Northern Europe (0/+1/+2/0)

 Desertification in Kazakhstan (-1/-3/-4/-9)

 Heatwave in Southern Europe (-1/-3/-5/-8)

 Wheat in Siberia (0/+1/+2/0)

Developing Countries

OPEC

 Dengue Fever in Central Africa (0/-1/-2/-6)

 More Rain in Iran (0/+1/+2/0)

 More Rain in Somalia (0/+1/+2/0)

 Flash Flood in Saudi Arabia (0/-2/-3/-7)

 Drought in Ethiopia (0/-2/-2/-7)

 Tropical Storm in Indonesia (-1/-2/-3/-8)

 Coral Bleaching in the Pacific (0/-1/-2/-7)

 Landslides in Venezuela (-1/-3/-4/-10)

 Civil Wars caused by Crop Failures in Africa (-2/-3/-4/-7)

 New Cow Disease in Libya (-1/-3/-4/-9)

 Hurricanes in the Carribeans (-1/-2/-4/-6)

 Civil Wars caused by Crop Failures in the Middle
East (-2/-4/-5/-8)

 Flood in Bangladesh (-1/-2/-2/-8)

 Floods in Indonesia (-1/-2/-4/-7)

All
 World Agricultural Losses (-1/-2/-4/-10)
 Sea-Level Rise (0/-2/-4/-9)
 Global Loss of Biodiversity (-1/-2/-4/-8)
 Increased Solar Activity (-3 - -18)
 Volcano Eruption (+3 - 18)

Country panels
USA & Partners
Economic Target:
12 factories
Start: Black factories – 5
Green factories – 1

Europe
Economic Target:
10 factories
Start: Black factories – 3
Green factories – 2

Developing Countries
Economic Target:
4 factories
Bonus: up to 3 carbonchips
on/from Carbometer
Start: Black factories – 1
Green factories – 0

Tiger Countries
Economic Target:
8 factories
Start: Black factories – 3
Green factories – 0

Former Soviet Union
Economic Target:
6 factories
Bonus: 1 carbonchip from
1) Europe or
2) Tiger Countries
Start: Black factories – 2
Green factories – 0
OPEC
Economic Target:
5 factories
Bonus: 1 carbonchip per 4
black factories
Start: Black factories – 1
Green factories – 0

Overview of the Target Cards

The Keep Cool Story
The “Keep Cool!” board game was first
created by Klaus Eisenack and Gerhard
Petschel-Held of the Potsdam Institute for
Climate Impact Research and published by the
German company Spieltrieb in November
2004. In ”Keep Cool”, from three to six players
representing the world's countries compete to
balance their own economic interests and the
world's climate in a game of negotiation. The
goal of the game as stated by the authors is to
"promote the general knowledge on climate
change and the understanding of difficulties
and obstacles, and "to make it available for a board game and still retain the major elements and processes."
In 2015-2016, the game was adopted and translated, with permission from the authors, by an international
team of German, Ukrainian and Moldovan activEco program alumni and members of “EcoVisio”
Association, Moldova, with support of MitOst Association and British Council, Ukraine. Whereas it was
initially existing only in English and German, since 2016 it is available in Russian, Romanian and Ukrainian.
Enjoy!

***
For more information: www.ecovisio.org / www.climate-game.net
or info@ecovisio.org / gabriela@ecovisio.org.
You can also become part of the Facebook group Keep Cool together: Ukraine & Moldova

For notes
____________________________________________________________________

